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Abstract

We investigate the potentialities of nonlinear scattering of
waves off ions as et stabilizing mechanism of drift turbulence
in plasmas with magnetic shear. The failure of the random phase
averaging procedure and the local character of the interaction
in frequency space are the starting point of a reformulation of
weak turbulence theory. In particular, the usual integral equa-
tion is transformed into a system of two first order differen-
tial equations coupling the spectra I(kç) and I(k$~ ). The den-
sity fluctuation spectrum, which is obtained analytically, has
some desirable features in reference to experiment. Firstly,
\ïl\k$ behaves asymptotically <*g + ~; as k^i secondly, the high
mode numbers (k^as > 1) contribute about SO X to the cross field
diffusion while the low mode numbers (keas < 1) provide about
80 * of the squared density fluctuation. In discussing the trans-
port properties we emphasize the possible role of anomalous
heat transfer from electrons to ions. The spectrum of convec-
tive cells formed in the interaction of drift waves is obtained*
their contribution to the diffusion is found to be negligible,
at least in the plasma core.

I. INTRODUCTION

Some understanding of the anomalous transport mechanisms
which have plagued the development of fusion research is ob-
viously needed in order to make reliable predictions of the
performances of the fusion reactor. It is generally agrttd that
these losses are due to fine-scale instabilities, but there is
consensus neither concerning the source of available free ener-
gy, nor the effect of the plasma B on the transport.

That the actual instability mechanism is not yet unam-
biguously identified does not prevent fron trying to uncover
the nature of the processes which lead to the formation of a
stationary turbulence spectrum. We propose here that in plas-

mas with magnetic shear nonlinear wave scattering off ions
("nonlinear ion Landau damping") is an efficient stabilizing
mechanism. This process was already invoked by Sagdeev and
Galeev /I/ when considering the problem in a shearless plasma.

They found that the short waves scatter off ions to the long-
wavelengths region of the spectrum. At sufficiently long wave-
lengths, however, this type of scattering becomes less effect-
ive and decay processes start to return energy to the short
wavelengths. When shear is taken into account essential differ-
ences appear both in the formal theory and in the physical
picture. Firstly, the random phase approximation which is one
of the key tools of weak turbulence theory in homogeneous plas-
mas is here inadequate. The statistical independence (or weak
dependence) of the Fourier components which it postulates is
indeed clearly incompatible with the concept of radially bound-
ed eigenfunctions. We merely note here that the random phase
average procedure in the-radial mode numbers is substituted by
a selection rule based on the fast variation of the linear
radial eigenfunctions (method of stationary phases). Secondly,
the condition of efficient nonlinear interaction with ions name-
ly that the beat frequency uk_ - uik* of the interacting modes
be small in comparison to the" individual frequencies wfc and ink',
implies a strong localization in kg-space: if T£/Te «"" 1, the"
scattering mechanism will be efficient only if either kj * kg or
kjas * l/kgas [a, = /Te/mi/Oi is the ion sound Larmor radius].
He will refer to the former case E S close interaction and to
the latter as distant interaction. In the shearless case the
local character of the interaction in ui-space does not trans-
late into a localization in kg-space since Su^/Skr 4 0. This
unique feature of a plasma with magnetic aheaT allows to appro-
ximate the otherwise integral wave kinetic equation by a system
of two first order differential equations connecting the spec-
tra at k e and kg

1. 'R>e latter may be solved analytically; we
thus obtain an explicit expression for the spectrum. We now
list the most important characteristics of this solution with
regard to experimental evidence; they are, at least in first
approximation, independent of the linear instability mechanism:

1. At large mode numbers (kgas » 1), the density fluctua-
tion spectrum has the universal form k:n, n - 4. This theoretic-
al spectral index is in good agreement with the experimental re-
sult n - 3.5 reported by the Microtor team 111.

2. Although the major contribution (of the order of 75 X
in the case of the universal instability) to the squared density
fluctuation |fi|z arises from the long wavelengths (i.e.
ke*s * I)> the high mode numbers (kgag & I) provide the main
contribution to the diffusion (85 X in the above case). This
result has its importance since it has been noted that the le-
vel of fluctuations observed in the long wavelengths which
are the only ones easily accessible by the microwave technique,



is often insufficient to account for the anomalous electron
energy transport deduced from the power balance equation (see
e.g. Ref. 121).

3. The spectral regions where the fluctuations are excited
do not coincide with those of linear instability. There is in-
deed a quite important energy circulation through kg-B

4. The spectrum has a. dip at kgas • 1; this is because the
nunber of nodes participating in the interaction becomes very
large at this point (where 3u/3ke - 0 ) . This result is not
necessarily in contradiction with those obtained in scattering
experiments (no splitting has yet been reported) because of the
finite size of the scattering volume. It could even plausibly
explain the abrupt change in the slope of the spectrum which
has been seen in the FLT plasma Ikl.

Needless to say that the predicted electron energy con-
finement tine fits reasonably well with experimental values:
there are here so many parameters to adjust that most theories
can be made to agree on this point even-when they disagree
among themr.elves.

In Section II we describe a new ballooning representation
of the nodes and give the nonlinear version of the drift kinetic
equation in wave-number-space (including the radial direction)
appropriate to an axisyanetric, inhomogeneous, finite fi plasma
with magnetic shear; we then present the wave kinetic equation
for the cylindrical tokanak in the electrostatic limit. In
Section III we indicate hew to solve this equation and consider
the spectrum corresponding to the universal instability. In
Section IT we shall briefly discuss transport problems. Finally
in Section V we summarize our work and review critically some
former theories.

II. BALLOONING REPRESENTATION AND NONLINEAR KINETIC EQUATIONS

We take advantage of the fact that the modes we consider
art highly localized on the macroscopic length scale (i.e. the
scale which characterizes the bulk of the plasma) to expand
all background quantities in powers of ¥-f0 where to is the
coordinate of the typical flux surface in the vicinity of which
we study the (nonlinear) properties of the waves. (In this Sec-
tion. * - const, defines the flux coordinate, <j> is the angle
around the axis of the torus, and x is » poloidal angle-like
coordinate; the Metric is defined by ds2 s (h.dip>2 + (h d x )

2 +
+ Q u d . ) 2 151. In order to satisfy the requirement of long pa-
rallel wavelengths we writ* the perturbations in the form

(1)

J*,

- z

where v(x,T) = t^B^h^ it related to the differential rotation
of the field lines andthe¥i|B define the position of the rational
surface* via q (•].,,) - f»(x,*im)dx/2it—»/l[q(«) i» the safety
factor and a,l are integers].

A «low periodic dependence of tlM-tla» «o. X) = *1«
(•"•o, +o>X) with x has been retained in order to meet the
slow variation of the background. The above for» of the wave
function automatically satisfies the basic translation pro-
perty •l(*-*o " nâi.x) - C}*i(t-to,x) of a homogeneous lattice
with periodicity . f „ _ -iUf(d»/a%,)diHx lei

and may be used to develop the theory of kinetic/ahd ballooning
•ode*.

We now turn to the nonlinear drift kinetic equation. It
ha* the fora
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«here C is the linearized collision operator ,

kj^ = (h"1 k^, - 1 h"1 B/B x), fi = B/B ,

the particle velocity i* v - qâ + £, and 4 is the velocity
space angle coordinate. The unknown function

qJ _M
h. - (£k + T~ *k *?
is independent of 4, and ̂-respectively A ^ b^ -

is the electrostatic potential. - respectively the vector poten-
tial, the magnetic field perturbation - associated with the wave.
The prime in +. <y etc belongs to the nonlinear tent.

V V «* °J T = »J [' + "j <v2/z CJ

ara the usual expressions for the magnetic, electric ,_and dia-
magnatic drift frequencies. Finally the phase factor - . , . „
is defined by ~ - •-

(3)

Toroidal axisyawtry and near radial hoaotaneity laply that
1" • 1-1' and kf - ly-k£. In the abiencs of poloidal ivssutry,
thaïe is no oth*r selection rule for the phase factor

JU (1

than

'vtJ,?^.) tl"vti,ft.m,) -

(4)

|n|«|n|. It may be shown with the help of the ballooning repre-
sentation (1) that to different choices of n correspond differ-
ent - but irrelevant - phase factors of the nonlinear solution
of Eq. (2). One has thus the freedom to choose n - O.

To conclude this Section we obtain the wave kinetic equa-
tion appropriate to the cylindrical tokamak in the elctrosta-
tic approximation. The random phase average has been introduced
in the poloidal and toroidal directions. In the radial direction
«here it is inadequate (see Introduction), it has been substi-
tuted by a selection rule based on the method of stationary
phases; the latter is available because of the rapid radial
variation of the linear eigenfunction. If we neglect certain
decay processes not discussed here, we have:

(5)

.XU «* 0. L I Z \*\fdt; led',»-)

The dielectric function is

and the matrix elements:

«v- ^ ) ,

S3



de -L «& J° *

«r *r

Host of the other notations are standard. It should however be
noted referring to the natural plasma modes that

» = sign tjii kj, 3 -lh~' (B./B) dlnq/dr

(= 3k|j(x)/3x), and (̂  - u ^ / O + k^a*).

These results are the consequence of the linear dispersion re-
lation; the sign of kl |corresponds to the choice of the radiat-
ing solution. As concerns the virtual node,

k" - k - k' and a" - ui - u. , . That k", - k,,- k!,
~ ~ ~ - — II " 11
follows fron the stationary phase calculation and implies that
the parallel momentum of the waves is conserved despite the
strong dependence o£ k.i(x). Einally, .P s J (kj a/O^) etc.

III. SOLUTION OF THE WAVE KINETIC EQUATION:
DRIFT WAVE SPECTRUM AND CONVECTIVE CELLS

Eq. (S) can be simplified by introducing an expansion in
T m T£/Te (this allows to retain

k?a t> I while k, av « I) and the localization in k. -space
1 " 1 x 9

of the interacting nodes. Integrals of the form

Ida" a" ^'(k",»") appear thereby: they may be calculated by

closing the contour of integration in the complex plane as first
shown by Rostoker 111, If one further assumes n s dlnT/dlnN • 0
for simplicity, one obtains
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(6)

-V d.a

where f « f(1/y), 7 " k^a . The first two terns on the right-
hand-side refer to the scattering in close interaction; the last
two tent refer to the scattering in distant interaction (see
Introduction). The function f is related to the density fluctua-
tion by

(0 -

The source tern is

s ^

where 4 - 2 4 *2T2rR|Ln|/a\ y = |lsl/|ta|, and <X2> is related

to the fourth power of the cut-off radial mode number set by li-
near ion Landau damping: we estimate <xz>t2 = 1/2S0 (sec Appen-
dix A). 6 is related to the linear growth rate: Yv. (linear)/

In the above equation» Y is the net damping in those re-
gions of k-space where the turbulence is not excited. If we
were indeed to set Y = 0 everywhere, the solution of Eq. (6;
would turn negative in certain strips. The additional freedom
that we gain by allowing Y i* 0 is used to avoid negative spectra;
the equation f = 0 in a given strip is the requested (integral)
equation to determine y.

The solution of Eq. (6) is

J

(7)

where



,ty > = I zà: •"— d " "

' y'> - y'

and we have defined 8 = 8 - wY/|«k|. There are no special diffi-
culties «hen y approaches the roofs yi or y2 " yj of the bi-
nomial R. Indeed» f must necessarily vanish either as y -*• y\
or y + y, because of the sign factor ; the appearance of the
net damping rate y 51 0 in the corresponding neighbourhood then
allows to pass smoothly across the singular points as shown
below. If f vanishes £n a strip, say [a,bj, the solution of the
integral equation mentioned earlier is

v—
\ù>t\

where

-i/'(«wJ(»-:; lid *L(v~'>
3 d J 'i °J J Y"")

<V> " I -^ if——— o <y

'' ->> & f"f>*
This result can be introduced in (7) to show that in the com-
plementary strip [a"1, b ' 1 ] , the expression for f simplifies
into

(9)

The integration constants a], «2 * n d a are chosen to fit the
boundary conditions and to ensure proper matching between the
solutions (7) and (9). As concerns the boundary conditions, we
require f(I) - 0 to avoid any discontinuous behaviour; we also
impose |3f/3y|] = 0 to exclude unphysical (homogeneous) solu-
tions.

To exemplify the theory, we discuss the solution corresponding
to the universal instability |8|; i.e. we take 6 of the form

(.if> -4-— -
where the substracted part represents shear stabilization. The
numerical factor

2 D = (L g/L n)
3 / 2 (m e/m.)

1 / 2 In (A/ x e) |9| where the logarithmic

term = 2.5. Fig. I shows the behaviour of the function f(y);
for comparison we have also plotted the solution which obtains
when distant interaction processes are not taken into account.
The linear growth/damping rate and the net nonlinear damping
rate are displayed in Fig. 2. We note:

1. Close interaction provides an energy cascade from short
to long wavelengths — respectively from long to short
wavelengths - when keas < 1 - respectively when k s«, > I.
The opposite behaviour in these two spectral regions is
related to the group velocity changing sign for kgas - I ;
the latter also explains the dip in the spectrum.

2. Distant interaction obviously produces an energy trans-
fer from long(kea8 < I) to short(kg*» > 1} wavelengths.

3. The energy source or sink present at high mode numbers
has very little impact upon the spectrum. This is suggest-
ed by comparing the weight factors of 8(y) and 6(1/y)
in Eq. 7 and has been verified numerically.

4. The asymptotic behaviour of the one-dimensional density
spectrum lrtIwe^ *%* o b C a i n » because»o(y) (see Eq. 9)
usually approaches a constant for y » 1.

5. The net nonlinear damping rate may change either continu-
ously or discontinuously at the edge of the regions where
the spectrum is excited. It can be shown that the jump
of Y across the matching point is related to a jump in
3f/3y.

In recent years it has besn conjectured that convective
cells could significantly enhance the transport across the mag-
netic field. In this connection we have calculated the frequency
spectrum of the density fluctuations associated with the (first
order) beat waves. The result is displayed in Fig. 3 where we
also show the corresponding drift wave frequency spectrum. It
aay be seen that the. beat wave peaks at cu » 0 which is the
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cells' signature. However, we estimate that for parameters
appropriate to the Princeton Large Torus,the amount of energy
in the cells is appreciably smaller than that present in the
drift oscillations, and we conclude the former will not con-
tribute in a significant way to the anomalous transport.

IV. DISCUSSION OF CROSS FIELD ANOMALOUS TRANSPORT

He estimate that the fluctuation level of drift waves
in PLT, under the conditions described in Ret. 4, is
[fl|2 - 1.4 10"5 (see Appendix B). If we don't take classical
transport into account the electron/ion heat equation takes
the fora

3b
! î.
r d r

(10)

where the anomalous heat flux is given by

:T« R

and the heat source is

e £ IL3I -» t" J '

J ILJ-" i-
In Eq. 10 the plus sign is to be taken for the ions, the minus
sign for the electrons. The heat transfer indicates that the
electron free energy available to drive the instability is
ultimately transformed into ion kinetic energy via nonlinear
Landau damping of thi excited waves. Considering first the ano-
malous electron h«»i conduction we find for PLT parameters
O n - 10 cm, L t « 400 cm, T-_/T« > 1/2, T, • \ keV, B • 30 kG,
and D - 5), X € • 800 cm

2 sec-I and a corresponding energy con-
finement time T-j , « 125 msec.

It is difficult to compare properly the electron losses
through anomalous heat conduction and heat transfer to the ions.
Nevertheless, if we substitute LT1 to the radial derivative in
the firat term of Zq. 10 we obtain

This result suggests that the anomalous heat transfer will

usually not be negligible compared to the corresponding classi-
cal process. The omission of this effect in numerical codes at
least casts doubts on the supposed neoclassical ion heat con-
ductivity.

With the present electrostatic turbulence model, the
microscopic formulation of the electron transport coefficients
does not scale as l/NTe /PO/ as is now generally admitted from
experiment. It is of course quite plausible that either the
electrostatic approximation or the universal instability model,
or both, are inadequate. It* is, however, instructive to recall
that the electron energy balance equation provides a macros-
copic formilation of the heat conduction as

where E,, is the driving Tokamak electric field.

IV. SIMMRY AND REVIEW OF FORMER WORKS

He have shown that nonlinear wave scattering off ions is
a plausible saturation mechanism of drift: waves. The lecal
character (in u space) of the process permits to convert the
otherwise integral wave kinetic equation into two first order
differential equations coupling the spectra I(kg) and I(kg"').
These equations have been solved analytically and the result
is shown in Fig. 1 and 2. The spectrum of the density fluctua-
tion has some desirable properties from an experimental point
of view as shown in the introduction. The physics of the sta-
bilization process has been discussed in Sect. III. Further,
calculation of the frequency spectrum of beat waves shows that
the latter arc essentially convective cells (Fig. 3); their con-
tribution to the diffusion seems however negligible owing to
the low amplitude.

The theory presented here is in contrast to other recent
works where the kinetic aspect of the ion «ration was not taken
into account. Horton /II/ for example focused attention on the
two-dimensional character of the ion fluid response. The present
authors /12/ independently developed a similar but more ri-
gorous analysis (for a discussion of the two works see Tang
/l3/)and found that the nonlinear Ion motion increases the -
radiative losses which in linear theory are associated with
shear. (This effect can be recovered by considering the real
part of Iq. S.) Hirehman and Holvig / U / still adopted a differ-
ent approach to the problem «fail* suggesting that the random
scattering of the electron trajectories by the turbulence would
saturate the instability. Boweirer, a difficulty inherent to



this type of theory (the socalled strong turbulence approach)
is that when saturation of the linearly most unstable mode is
achieved, all the other waves must be damped; hence the impos-
sibility to provide a selfconsistent picture of the stationary
spectrum.

A preliminary version of this work was given at the IAEA
Conference 1980 /15/. Discrepencies with some of the results
presented here occur because the rpa vas erroneously made use
of and distant interactions were not considered. The mathema-
tical aspect of the theory is diiicussed in a recent paper /16/.

APPENDIX A

He estimate that linear ion Landau damping impresses a
cut off on the wave function at

Because of the exponential behaviour of the process, the radial
spectrum roughly has the form of a step function with the above
half width. Hence

APPENDIX B

If .-f) =1
space average of ?S2 is

i m 6 ) , the

Ar/i

0l - - L f |A<i-r,111>l\lr
where the interval &r is large in comparison to the width of the
function^}. In a Tokaaak, the distance between rational surfa-
ces is ri+],n-ri>B « q/«(dlnq/dr). Evaluating the number of ra-
tional surfaces which are contcined in the interval ûr, we find

<r-r,

<tr J t
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fig.]. Plot of M n g ^ y versusVÇkk, a s . Continous line describes the result

obtained with both close and distant interactions. Dotted line is with close Interaction only.

Fig. 3. Frequency sptctrum of drift and first order beat modes;
to evaluate the latter the profile of Fig. l . was approximated by a
Dine function for y < L <3)>euL n 'c s
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Fig. Z Plot of the nonlinear damping rat» V (dotted line) and of the linear growth

51 (damping) rate Yf.


